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The use of statistical methods by social scientists is very common. Often, these methods
are most useful when the computed statistics can be released to researchers and policymakers
to inform important decision-making. Naively releasing these statistics raises concerns about the
disclosure of private information about individuals in the dataset. The possibility of such attacks
led to differential privacy, a rigorous approach to quantifying privacy loss, introduced by Dwork,
McSherry, Nissim, and Smith [DMNS06]. Statistical estimators, such as regression estimators,
can be made to satisfy this rigorous, worst-case notion of privacy. A common approach for such
activity is to reduce the general estimation problem to other problems (e.g., median estimation or
least squares minimization). As a result, however, the utility of such estimators would depend on
the reduction used and the underlying differentially private mechanism. We aim to quantify the
utility of such estimators for solving problems in the generalized linear model.
One of the most widely used and studied statistical methods available to scientists is linear
regression. Its power for predictive analysis in myriad domains is well known [BLLT20, BMR21,
BHMM19]. Unfortunately, privacy-preserving solutions for this problem are not well established.
For example, the Opportunity Insights Lab at Harvard have data from census tracts across the
United States [CF19]. One of the use cases of the Opportunity Atlas tool developed by their lab
is to predict social and income mobility via univariate regressions on small census tracts. For each
tract and demographic group, data about parent and child national income ranks are collected.
Then a single-independent-variable univariate regression slope α̂ can be computed as a measure of
economic mobility. Opportunity Insights [CF19] provided a practical method – which they term
the “Maximum Observed Sensitivity” (MOS) algorithm – to reduce privacy loss of their released
estimates but their method, so far, is not formally private.
We are thus motivated by the following question:
Can we release regression statistics, methods, or procedures that satisfy the formal guarantees of privacy (such as differential privacy) and simultaneously have good utility?
We have, thus far, answered this question affirmatively by providing some theoretical and
empirical results for single-independent-variable univariate regression point estimates [AMS+ 20].
These results are a first step towards providing formally private and practical releases that could be
used by economics and social science labs. Most notably, our work – partially funded by the
U.S. Census Bureau – has produced high-utility methods for analyzing data from the
2020 United States Census. Since we begun our research, we have developed methods based
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on robust statistics that sometimes match or exceed the utility guarantees of the MOS algorithm
on small datasets. Much work remains to be done and some of the research questions we hope to
explore are:
1. Convergence Rates: What properties of the dataset are required for point or interval
differentially private estimators to converge – in terms of either computational and statistical
efficiency – to the non-private estimators?
2. Distributed Settings: In the cases where the dataset is horizontally or vertically distributed
amongst several parties, what privacy-preserving solutions exist for linear regression models
and what can we say about the utility of these models?
3. High-Dimensional Settings: On high-dimensional datasets, can we still provide highutility private linear regression models?
4. Multi-Objective Settings: In the case where, in addition to average accuracy, other objectives are to be optimized, what statistical and computational guarantees can we provide?
The questions above will be approached methodologically via empirical and theoretical analysis.
The theoretical analysis will be aimed at providing both upper bounds and lower bounds on the
statistical and computational complexity of private linear regression.
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Convergence Rates
On the theoretical side, we hope to explore the convergence (in the finite sample regime) rates of
these estimators and the parameter settings that are most helpful for faster convergence. What
properties of the dataset ensure faster convergence? And does the convergence behaviour differ
significantly in the finite-sample and central-limit regimes? In addition, we will explore the release
of private confidence intervals (instead of point estimates) for certain estimators. Previous work in
this space made assumptions on the underlying data generating process (e.g., normal assumptions
on the independent variables made by [She19, KV17]). We will aim to make minimal assumptions
on the independent variables. Since the current landscape of the literature on differentially private
linear regression is focused on prediction rather than explanation (or establishing correlations),
we will study the utility of estimators for use in hypothesis testing [AV20a]. In particular, we
will establish connections between testing and estimation for linear regression, delineating what
conditions are suitable for statistically efficient tests. Because of the tradeoffs (i.e., space, memory,
time) between different estimators, we will design estimators that satisfy certain constraints (e.g.,
bounded memory or general approximations to function classes [ABX08, KM21]). For example, in
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[ABEC21], we design bounded-space estimators for (single or all) quantile estimation, a fundamental
operation for robust estimators.
We show in [AMS+ 20] that there exist differentially private algorithms for simple linear regression that perform well on small datasets (size ranging from small tens to small hundreds). Some
datasets analyzed in [AMS+ 20] were obtained from the Opportunity Insights team and are of the
form {(xi , yi )}ni=1 ∈ [0, 1]n × [0, 1]n where x = (x1 , . . . , xn )T is the independent variable in one
dimension. The accuracy is measured in terms of the empirical and population error of the point
estimators. Differentially private analogues of both robust and non-robust estimators are presented
in [AMS+ 20] and the estimators are compared against one another. 1 An advantage of the robust estimators in [AMS+ 20] (e.g., median-based estimators) is that they work well on small-sized
datasets whereas a disadvantage is that they’re generally computationally inefficient to optimize
whereas non-robust estimators that optimize the ordinary least squares (OLS) objective are generally more efficient and provably run in linear time. As a result, we have theoretically compared
non-robust estimators against one another and will perform an accompanying empirical comparison
of these non-robust estimators for the ordinary least squares objective [AV20b]. Furthermore, we
hope to empirically tease out what properties of the data distribution enable certain estimators to
perform well. Through our experiments, we hope to compare the robust and non-robust estimators
in terms of both statistical and computational performance. In [AMS+ 20], the main application is
for use in the release of public data from for the Opportunity Insights team. We will explore use
by other social science and economics labs. In addition, for future work, we wish to explore the use
of Bayesian inference methods for differentially private linear regression.

Distributed Settings
We will also explore the guarantees of privacy and utility in settings where the data is either
vertically distributed (columns split amongst several parties) or horizontally distributed (rows split
amongst parties). [GSB+ 17] explore privacy-preserving vertically distributed linear regression
using hybrid multi-party protocols. We will explore achieving their results using differential privacy
instead and compare the resulting utility guarantees from both works. We will also extend the work
to horizontally distributed linear regression. Preliminary work on distributed linear regression via
first-order optimization is presented in [STU17]. For a fixed design matrix, [DJW13] also consider
information-theoretic limits of imposing local differential privacy for distributed linear regression.
Extending this work to general design matrices (and other forms of statistical inference) is important
future work.

High-Dimensional Settings
The study of sparse linear regression with differential privacy has been studied in the local setting [WX19]. We will explore this model in both the central and local models and perhaps derive
lower bounds based on previous work [CWZ19, CWZ20, BS15].
So far, our experimental work on differentially private linear regression [AMS+ 20] has focused
on the one-dimensional case where there is a single independent variable. In many settings, there
are multiple independent variables (for example, the work of [Wan18] where datasets have at
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least 13 independent variables). We will extend our work in [AMS+ 20] to handle more than one
independent variable. Furthermore, in some cases, the number of independent variables exceeds
the number of examples in the dataset (referred to as sparse linear regression). Examples of
this situation occur often in computational genomics where the predictors are gene-expression
measurements from thousands of possible genes and there might only be a few patients in the
dataset. We hope to experimentally explore private linear regression in high-dimensional settings.

Multi-Objective Settings
Ordinary least squares and, more generally, linear regression methods are one of the most used
class of key techniques for statistical inference. Because of their versatility, these techniques can
be embedded as sub-routines in other applications. For example, via the use of Lagrangian duality [AAW+ 20b], fair regression can be achieved via (polynomial-time) reductions to ordinary least
squares [AIK18, ADW19]. We have achieved analogous results but with differential privacy guarantees [Ala19]. Additionally, we provided a general framework for multi-objective optimization with
privacy guarantees via approximately solving bounded-divergence linear sub-problems. Through
experiments, we also show that some formulations of multi-objective regression can be solved via
differentially private linear regression and perform well statistically (with use of additional techniques) [AAW20a]. In addition, we can use bounded divergence linear optimizers for other goals
such as model correction/projection and hypothesis testing.
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